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Learning objectives

The course aims at providing a basic knowledge of criminal law, in order to permit a wide comprehension of the evolution of the law (starting with the Criminal Code) and the strong relationship with Constitution's principles and international commitments.

Contents

The course focuses on general rules of criminal law, through the study of the elements of crime,  by comparing
provisions and jurisprudence. Attention will be  drawn also to the system of sanctions and to the main offenses
against individual, which are part of the final examination.

Detailed program

The Italian criminal law system: a general framework.
Constitutional principles in criminal matter.
Elements of crime: general principles.
Physical element, criminal defences, mens rea.
Attempt, complicity in a crime.
Criminal and administrative sanctions.

Crimes against individual.

Prerequisites

Students need to have passed the exam of Constitutional law.



Teaching methods

Considering restrictions imposed by the health emergency, this year lessons (regarding mode A and B together)
will be partially asynchronous - using the elearning platform for prerecorded lessons - and partially (once a week)
synchronous, using the WebEx platform. In addition, will be proposed activities - sometimes as working group - to
deepen the knowledge of  general rules and specific offenses through the analysis of cases.

Other learning opportunities will be provided on the elearning platform during the course.

There will be two preliminary meetings to illustrate the teaching methods, differentiated for students A-L
(Tuesday 29 September at 15.30) and M-Z (Wednesday 30 September at 10.30), both via WebEx 

(https://unimib.webex.com/meet/claudia.pecorella) 

Assessment methods

Oral exam (see instructions above).

Considering the Covid-19 emergency, no mid-term exam will be proposed; nevertheless, students attending the
lessons and taking actively part on the activities proposed during the course, including working groups, will receive
a final evaluation which may permit them to avoid the oral exam. 

WARNING: Oral Exam through WebEx because of COVID-19 emergency

Instructions

Students must register themselves for the exam through SEGRETERIE ONLINE within 5 days before the call
closes and are invited to cancel their registration in case of later withdrawal.

To afford the exam students must be also registered on the ELEARNING PLATFORM 2020/21, regardless of the
registration on the same platform for previous academic years or not yet.

Without this double registration it is not possible to afford the exam.

Off-course students can contact esamigiuris@unimib.it to solve any question. 

Textbooks and Reading Materials

1. Criminal Code, updated edition.

2. Pulitanò D., Diritto penale, Giappichelli, VIII edizione, 2019  or as alternative Marinucci G. - Dolcini E. - Gatta G.,
Manuale di diritto penale. Parte generale, Giuffrè, VIII edizione, 2020.

3. Pulitanò D. (a cura di), Diritto penale. Parte speciale, vol. I, Tutela penale della persona, Giappichelli, III
edizione, 2019, until p. 508.
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